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Conservatives gain ground in local elections
but Ashtead Independents still hold key votes on the Council
In the District Council elections earlier this year, Mole Valley
Conservatives made significant ground. Before the elections the
Conservatives held 15 seats on the Council. We now occupy 19
seats.
However, in a 41-seat council, control comes at 21 and this means
that Conservatives still have to work in coalition with the Ashtead
Independents. This is a small, minority interest party of councillors
from the north of the District who continue to enjoy the balance of
power in Mole Valley, in the same way as the Liberal Democrats at
national level. With a handful of votes from an area with very little in
common with our rural area, these councillors hold sway over the
entire District. They even hold the Leadership of the Council.
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This is one of many reasons that we desperately need to elect more
Conservative councillors, and hold the seats that we have. In May’s
Euro elections the Conservatives polled almost 40% of the vote, way
ahead of any other party. We would like to see this reflected in our
local government as well. Then we will have the opportunity to deliver
the sort of local administration that we would like to see for you and all
the residents of Mole Valley.

Conservatives give residents more say in
Local Conservatives campaigning in Dorking
planning decisions

Conservatives announce Malcolm Ladell as
District Councillor Candidate for Boxhill and Headley in May 2015
It is with great pleasure that we announce the selection of Malcolm Ladell as the
Conservative candidate to contest Boxhill and Headley in May 2015. Malcolm has
been a resident in the ward for 35 years and understands the issues which really
matter to local residents.
Malcolm commented that “the quality of representation we receive from our
Liberal Democrat Councillors at both a district and a county level is wholly
inadequate - I am standing because I believe I can do better for local residents
and because I want to be part of a Conservative controlled Mole Valley District
Council which will benefit every Mole Valley resident.”
If you have a problem or an issue which you would like our
help with, please get in touch with your local Candidate:

www.molevalleyconservatives.org.uk

YOUR LOCAL REPORT
>>> On The Issues Which Matter Around Headley & Boxhill

CHERKLEY COURT
The Appeal Court confirmation of the approval by
Mole Valley District Council for the house to be
converted to a hotel, restaurant & bar with
adjoining golf course will ensure that funds are
available to properly maintain the historic house
and gardens for visitors to enjoy, and that the land
as a golf course will remain an open space for
wildlife. The Lib Dems’ support of the objectors has
created unnecessary legal costs for you as Council
Taxpayers.

Road Resurfacing
Perhaps, instead of spending time to criticise
what others do, the Lib Dem Councillor for Box
Hill & Headley and the Lib Dem Surrey County
Councillor for Dorking Hills should get something
done about the appalling and dangerous
condition of Tilley Lane and
Headley Road being the main
thoroughfare through to
Epsom. Similarly Box Hill Road
is in desperate need of
attention as it has sunk in
several places causing dips
that are not visible to the driver
until the vehicle vibrates
making it difficult to keep in a
straight line. In addition the
thin tarmac and chippings
covering, hurriedly put down
prior to the Olympic cycle race,
is wearing away.

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES PARKING ON BOX HILL ROAD
This is a comparatively new hazard affecting sight lines
of overtaking and oncoming vehicles, and residents
pulling of their driveways or Woodlands Park. It could
lead to accidents, particularly at night and at weekends
due to the hundreds of cyclists cycling two, sometimes
three abreast and being forced on to the wrong side of
the road. The problem is due to an increase in the
number of drivers of livered commercial vehicles who
reside on a nearby privately owned mobile home park
that forbids the parking of livered vehicles and, as
stated by the site owner, does not have sufficient large
enough parking spaces to accommodate them.

question of whether parking restrictions can be
monitored and enforced by the local authorities at night
and at weekends without increasing Council Tax to
meet the additional costs.
Please let us have your comments and details of your
experiences so that we can pass them on to Mole Valley
District Council and to Surrey County Council, and also
make others aware of this dangerous problem. A further
report and update will appear in the next issue of
InTouch.

Following changes to the Mobile Home Act passed by
Parliament in 2013, Mole Valley District Council is
taking legal advice on whether or not the site licence of
the privately owned mobile home park can be changed
to enforce removal of the parking restrictions
dependent on whether sufficient onsite parking spaces
can be made available.
Parking restrictions on Box Hill Road are another
suggestion. This has already been done at the junction
with Woodlands Park and has resulted in more
commercial vehicles being parked in Box Hill Road,
increasing the risk of accidents. There is also the

Commercial vehicles parked along Box Hill Road

Do You Want To Help Us Make Progress On These Issues? Visit

PRUDENTIAL RIDELONDON EVENT
on Box Hill. As adverse weather
conditions prevented this from
Because it does not have public happening in 2014 the
PrudentialRideLondon organisers
sports/recreational facilities to
have already contacted Daphne
qualify for a London Marathon
Charitable Trust grant Box Hill did Ladell to ask if BHNC will be
willing to host the Official
not fare so well but, in
Refreshment Stop next year.
acknowledgement of all of its
residents being totally cut-off for Neither of these helpful
most of the day, it was given the contributions to the communities
of Headley and Box Hill would
opportunity to generate some
have happened without the
funds by being appointed an
Official PrudentialRideLondon
confidential negotiations and
consequent publicly available
Refreshment Stop. The
These critical confidential
Refreshment Stop was positioned open agreements between the
negotiations led to beneficial
London & Surrey Cycling
at St Andrews Church and the
agreements being reached that
Village Hall and hosted by Box Hill Partnership and the Conservative
immediately became public
-controlled Surrey County Council.
documents for all to read under Neighbourhood Council (BHNC)
the Freedom of Information Act. and it’s band of local volunteers.
This resulted in charitable ‘sport/ In 2013 this resulted in a surplus
recreational grants’ being made of £1,427 from which BHNC was
able to make donations to the
to various villages and towns
various voluntary organisations
including £12,000 to Headley
Parish Council
towards upgrading
the Children’s
Playground in
Broome Close in
acknowledgement of
the disruption
caused by the
The Conservative-controlled
Surrey County Council has been
criticised by the Lib Dems,
because perfectly normal
Memorandums of Understanding
requested by the London &
Surrey Cycling Partnership and its
commercial sponsors were
entered into, whilst sensitive
confidential negotiations were in
progress regarding the
PrudentialRideLondon cycling
event.

PrudentialRideLondon cycle
event.

Temporary road closures: Box Hill Road and Pebble Hill
The main eastern end of Box Hill Road was closed for
slightly less than the two weeks predicted by East
Surrey Water Company to carry out essential works to a
water main and re-opened in time for the August Bank
Holiday weekend. Having just received the autumn
‘focus’ it seems that the Lib-Dems Mr Preedy was
involved with the erection of the misleading signage
that incorrectly diverted the traffic up the National
Trusts Zig Zag road and through Box Hill village to just
short of the closure where it caused so much chaos
with irate car drivers and cyclist that the police had to
be called to calm the situation. Daphne Ladell of Box
Hill Neighbourhood Council was called by several
residents and she promptly met with the National Trust

who removed and re-sited the misleading signage.
Pebble Hill will be closed until sometime in early
January 2015 whilst East Surrey Water Company
replace the entire water main that has burst and been
repaired, causing traffic disruption, too many times over
recent years. This essential work has created difficult
and lengthy journeys for the many users of Pebble Hill
and has resulted in very heavy and noisy traffic flows in
both directions starting in the early hours of the
morning through Box Hill and Headley. At the weekends
the risk of accidents involving cyclists is greatly
increased and almost inevitable in Box Hill Road
especially where the road is effectively narrowed to a
single lane where the vans are parked.

www.molevalleyconservatives.org.uk to Find Out How You Can

>>> YOUR MP HAS BEEN
WORKING ON
•

Meeting with local constituents at his Friday
surgeries.

•

Hearing evidence surrounding the use of
technology by the Police at a meeting of the
APPG for Policing

•

Calling for adequate funding to be made
available to secure the future of Headley Court
and ensure it will have a post-military role

•

Speaking in the House of Commons, on the
importance of strengthening law against socalled “paedophile manuals”

•

Founding along with a number of other Surrey
MPs, the Gatwick Coordination Group to
coordinate opposition to a second runway

FLIGHT PATH PROTEST
Conservatives on Mole Valley District Council have
argued strongly against new Gatwick flight path
proposals that could result in increased aircraft
noise for residents in Box Hill and Headley.
Box Hill and Headley Candidate, Malcolm Laddell, is
strongly behind these protests. “Thanks to the latest
precision navigation systems, flights can now be
concentrated along much narrower flight paths than
before. We have seen the terrible impact this has
had recently where Box Hill especially has suffered
unprecedented levels of noise disturbance. Our
villages are at risk from permanent noise pollution if
the huge changes in the use of airspace that are
currently under consideration are allowed to go
ahead.
“I will be continuing to campaign against these
changes as well as the totally inappropriate and
unnecessary expansion of Gatwick which presents
such a threat to our way of life.”

>>> Headley Court
In a decision welcomed by Sir Paul Beresford, MP for
Mole Valley, the Prime Minister and The Chancellor
have announced that a series of fines imposed on
Lloyds Banking Group for breaches of financial
regulation will be allocated to supporting the armed
forces community and other related worthwhile
causes.
There has been an allocation of £10 million to
Ministry of Defence physical and psychological
rehabilitation programmes. A great deal of excellent
work in this regard is currently carried out at
DMRC Headley Court, though this facility is scheduled
to close in the coming years. Sir Paul has already
written to the Secretary of State for Health making
clear that the facilities at Headley could still be of
great use even after the armed services relocate –
possibly as a civilian limb rehabilitation centre under
NHS or even partially private management.
With the announcement that £10 million is to be
allocated to MoD rehabilitation programmes Sir Paul
has stated that ‘…I will be working to make the case
to both the Ministry of Defence and Department of
Health that some at least some of this allocation
should come to Headley to assist with the vital work
of preparing the facility for post military use’.
Sir Paul continued ‘…I have spoken in the past about
the need to be proactive in securing the right future
for Headley Court and not simply waiting for events
to overtake us. This is an ideal opportunity for us to
gain a significant financial investment in that future
and I will be doing all I can to make sure we do not
miss this chance.’

We are getting ready for 2015 but we need more activists.
Do you want
this guy
running
the Country ?
And this guy
running the
economy ?!

If you share our values and you would like to see a Conservative government,

Don’t leave it to others - join us and get involved.
As an Activist:
• You can host a poster
• You can help us deliver newsletters
• You can join us canvassing

As a donor:
• You can make a donation of any amount,
which will make a real difference
• You can become a friend of the Party for £1
• You can become a voting member from £25

Contact us: Malcolm Ladell / 01737 843644 / malcolmladell@aol.com
www.conservatives.com/get_involved/join
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